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Stand out in these jazzy and elegant multi-finger rings

by Preeta Agarwal

MULIT-FINGER RINGS

ver the past year, the jewellery industry saw the revival of 
one of the bolder yet graceful jewellery trends — 
between-the-finger rings. From high fashion to 
fine jewellery, these dramatic multi-finger rings 

created quite a stir and charmed many designers and collectors. 
Sidestepping the long-standing rule of cocktail rings, 
these pieces range from bold to delicate and are unique 
conversation starters. 

Elegantly poised wings grace this ring by Damiani from its recently 
launched Swan collection. Stunning in white gold, black and white 
diamond feathers unfold around two fingers as a large blood red 
garnet proudly holds them together, sitting atop in-between fingers. 
The ring graces the hand in such a way that it creates a dramatic colour 
combinations and hints of Art Nouveau swirls. 
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The Ispahan ring, from the new collection 
recently launched by Boucheron, features rock 
crystals, giving an impression of a miniature 
masterpiece. The rock crystals create a 
stunning effect on the wearer’s fingers, as 
subtle shades of blue, from hematite in 
the centre and cabochon blue sapphire 
on tips, play with each other. This  
two-finger ring set in white gold has an 
edgy and theatrical appeal.

This butterfly two-finger ring is 
a recent addition to the collections 
offered by Yoko London, best known 
for their fine range of pearl and diamond jewellery. Three 
fluttering butterflies go around two fingers, studded with 
0.70 carats of white diamonds, while a 12-13mm South Sea 
pearl sits boldly on top of one finger. Connected with thin 
lines of 18k yellow gold, vibrant butterflies and perfectly 
round-shaped pearl offer a visual contrast to each other. Another nature-inspired two-finger ring is the Snake ring 

from Arpita Navlakha’s Sutra Jewels. Laced with a total 
of 3ct diamonds, the snake entwines around two fingers 
with a pear-shaped diamond resting on its head. Keeping 
true to its inspiration, the ring is made in 18k black gold, 
which is rare and unique. 

A bespoke creation by the Hong Kong-based designer 
Marielle Bayworth, this two-finger ring is part of her latest 
Aya collection. An organic free form in 18k white gold 
features pavé white and yellow diamonds from Scarselli. 
The abstract ring is intriguing and captivating with its bold 
form, and the vivid yellow diamonds against the white 
backdrop reminds us of a painter’s palette.

Not just made for two or three fingers, Stefere’s knuckle ring laces all four 
fingers. Five butterflies with pavé diamonds, emeralds and sapphires adorably 
dance around the fingers, reminiscent of a fairy tale. A large but delicate ring 
— with all butterflies carefully connected to each other with smooth, thin and 
curved 18k gold lines — it is designed for comfortable wearing.   


